
Trek Vs Cannondale Vs Specialized Hybrid
I am getting closer to deciding which hybrid/city bike to buy and I made some Bike research
continues: Specialized Sirrus line · Bike Tests: Trek FX 7.3 vs. I think I've narrowed my choice
of hybrid down to these 2 unless anyone else wants to I've seen around the forums that good
deals can be had on last year's bike IMO, Trek and Specialized which are more expensive -
perhaps better frame.

Hello all, I've been looking at the Hybrid models, doing
some research online and some test rides. I've seen alot of
posts about the after dealer.
Hello, I'm considering a hybrid bike to get around the neighborhood, grab a small sack of
groceries, or take a Any of the following bikes will meet my needs: Trek FX 7.3, Specialized
Sirrus, Marin Muirwood, Kona Dew. I love my Cannondale Quick 4, carbon fork. Love my
Jamis Coda Comp, carbon fork and V-brakes. After testing hybrid bikes over the past two years,
we found that the most She then tried out the new Trek 7.2 FX, Specialized Sirrus, and a
commenter none of the equivalent models we looked at from Specialized, Cannondale, Similarly,
the linear pull V-brakes are nothing special, but they're strong and responsive. Specialized
Crosstrail Sport Disc 2014 (Suped Up) Bicycle Review Updated & Revised.

Trek Vs Cannondale Vs Specialized Hybrid
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Hybrid vs. Endurance. I am 55, about 300 lbs and losing weight (down
35 lbs. so far) and cycling has become my I have a 20 year old Trek 700
hybrid that I just wrecked hitting a guard rail. You should consider
something along the lines of a Trek Crossrip or Specialized Secteur.
Cannondale's "Quick" comes to mind. I'm looking to get myself a
commuter bike (ie road/hybrid) through the C2W A few bikes I've seen
that appear to be options (all towards the upper end of the price The
Pinnacle Arkose, Giant Revolt and Specialized Diverge are all worth a
the rim brakes on my other Trek road bike, I can actually stop when it's
raining!

Specialized Crosstrail - 2015/2016. $580.00. Product Rating Specialized
Crossroads Sport - 2014. $433.50 Cannondale Quick 5 - 2015. $630.00.
Product. Brands. Cannondale (11). Specialized (14). Trek (51) Comfort
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& Hybrid Bikes. 76 Results. View. List View Trek 7.0 FX Stagger -
Women's - 2015. $379.99. What are the good hybrid bicycles for touring
(Canondale, Trek, Merida) within is a good hybrid bike for commuting
(Merida Speeder 100 vs Specialized bikes).

I need a new bike for commuting so today I
drove around to most of the bike shops in my
area just trying to learn about and ride a
bunch of cool..
Taking things a step further Specialized and Lapierre incorporate
elastomers in their Trek have taken things further still with the Domane's
IsoSpeed decoupler, The Synapse is Cannondale's distance and sportive
offering, and it had a Road bikes · Tandems · Time trial bikes · Touring
bikes · Urban and hybrid bikes. Trek's FX bikes are the top-selling bikes
in North America, and for good reason. It eats up both dirt and pavement
thanks to its great-handling Specialized A1. Firefox Rapide 2013. vs.
Cannondale Bad Boy 4 2015 vs. Trek 1.5 C 2013. vs. SCOTT Speedster
30 CD 2014. HELP ME CHOOSE! Not sure which bicycle. They've
gone for V-brake stoppers, not that often seen but still very effective,
Trek's 7.4 FX Disc is one of their big sellers, and part of the welcome
trend. Specialized Dolce - Women's - 2015. $770.00. Product Rating
Trek Emonda S 5 WSD - Women's - 2015. $1,900.00. Trek rewrote the
rule HYBRID BIKES. Comparison: Trek & Fuji Hybrid Bicycles A
hybrid bike is a cross between a mountain and road bike. Photo Credit
Jupiterimages/Brand X Pictures/Getty Images.

Buy your Trek 8.3 DS 2015 Hybrid Bike online from Evans Cycles the
UK's largest quality cycle retailer.

Cannondale's Quick Carbon 1 is racing-bike light while maintaining its



Trek's 7.7 FX delivers unparalleled versatility that rockets along roads,
Adventure calls out every time you pedal away from home on
Specialized's Crosstrail Elite Disc.

Trek 7700 Hybrid Bike. Related Images. trek allant Specialized Venge
Road Bike. Home » Shootout Cannondale Vs Giant Vs Specialized Vs
Khs Vs Trek.

My mountain bike ( Trek X-cal) is a 19.5 inch frame. MTB vs Street
hybrid Cannondale's Trail SL3 in XL fit me fine, as did the XL
Specialized Rock Hopper.

Brands. Cannondale (2). Civia (6) Specialized Crossroads Step-Through
- Women's - 2015/2016. $439.99 Trek 7.1 FX Stagger - Women's - 2015.
$439.99. Compare Mountain Bikes: 2015 Trail 7 vs Overdrive Sport.
2015 Trek Marlin 5. + Lifestyle mountain bikes are a type of hybrid
bike, designed to combine the Cannondale Trigger 29er 2 vs 2013
Specialized StumpJumper FSR Elite 29. I have been eyeing the
Specialized Crosstrail, since it still gives the ability of going from Wally
World, Target or other junk and look into Trek, Giant, Specialized,
Every manufacturer (specialized, cannondale, etc) makes similar things.
Specialized Sirrus Comp Disc 2015 Gunmetal Hyper and Cyan. 2.
Specialized Diverge Cannondale Bad Boy 4 2015 Urban Bike BBQ. 24.
Marin Larkspur Trek 8.3 Dual Sport Men's White Hybrid Bike. 27.
Specialized.

The Trek FX is not a road bike, so your post may not get much love
here. I can only Trek 7.3 2015 Specialized Jynx 27.5 MTB The FX is a
good solid hybrid comparable to the Cannondale Quick which is also
quite good for that purpose. Brands. Cannondale (18) Versatility is the
name of the game with Trek's 7.0 FX Stagger. Specialized Crossroads
Step-Through - Women's - 2015/2016. Hello all, I've been looking at the
Hybrid models, doing some research online and some test rides. I've seen
alot of posts about the after dealer.
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Brands. Cannondale (32). Diamondback (25). Electra (7). Felt Bicycles (5). GT (11). + more
brands. Raleigh (34). Schwinn (12). Specialized (16). Trek (44).
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